














































































Rover observes points of interest and 






Rover chooses function 
to perform mapping  





Rover updates its population of 
mapping functions based on evaluation 
Rover is evaluated based on 
contribution to global evaluation 
Shaped evaluation is used to take 
noise out of global evaluation 
State of system 
without rover 
State of 
system 
Control Problem 
Evaluation Problem 
K.Tumer	and	A.	Agogino	
Sector	
With	
Possible		
Conges:on	
Agent	
Agent	
Agent	
Agent	Agent	
Agent	
Agent	
Will	it	Work	for	Planetary	
Construc:on?	
•  Is	enough	
coordina:on	
possible?	
•  Can	learning	be	
independent	of	
operators?	
•  Will	small	rovers	
have	enough	
capabili:es?	
Tensegrity	Robots	
Agent	
Agent	
Agent	
Agent	
Agent	
Agent	

In	Ac:on	
Tensegrity	Control	Learning	
Tensegrity	Construc:on	
Will	it	Work?	
•  Collapsible	and	light	
weight	
•  Scalable		
•  Can	be	highly	redundant	
	
•  (Learning	can	be	diﬃcult)	
Thank	You	
